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EVRFA of long saphenous vein: Single centre early 

experience and technique for challenging veins



Introduction

• EVRFA is minimally invasive, safe and gold standard 
treatment option. 

• We present a small case series of a modified EVRFA 
technique in cases of difficult anatomy using double 
puncture method.



Strategies for difficult Advancements

• Guiding the catheter with manual compression

• Extending or bending the knee joint

• Guide wire under ultrasound guidance

• Double puncture



Double Puncture Surgical Technique

• All the procedures were performed under ultrasound guidance. 
• Vein access was achieved by a puncture at the distal end of the 

reflux below the knee, sheath and catheter was advanced. In 
patients with tortuous vein or unusual vein anatomies where 
catheter could not be advanced despite using all the strategies 
mentioned before.

• A second puncture was given for recannulation of LSV with needle 
and wire. Then tumescence anaesthesia was given to the proximal 
LSV and vein was ablated by radiofrequency. Following this at the 
second puncture area the sheath wire was replaced by Sheath & RF 
catheter to give treatment to distal LSV



Results

• Sample Size: 22 patients (15 female; 7 male)

• Mean age: 55, Range: 25-71

• Pre treatment CEAP grade: C3 = 32%; C4 = 68%

• Mean pre treatment vein diameter: 6.6mm

• 16 under LA; 6 under GA

• Phlebectomy were performed in 8 as additional procedure

• Mean energy delivery time: 180sec; avg 9 thermal ablations

• Vein occlusion at 1 & 6 month follow up: 95%

• The complications and patient satisfaction were no different than 
single puncture technique



Conclusions

• Double puncture technique is a safe and feasible 
alternative of EVRFA for patients with unusual anatomy


